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1 About This Guide
1.1 Related Documents
The following documents are available for the SmartMesh IP network:
Getting Started with a Starter Kit
SmartMesh IP Easy Start Guide - walks you through basic installation and a few tests to make sure your network is
working
SmartMesh IP Tools Guide - the Installation section contains instructions for the installing the serial drivers and
example programs used in the Easy Start Guide and other tutorials.
User Guide
SmartMesh IP User's Guide - describes network concepts, and discusses how to drive mote and manager APIs to
perform specific tasks, e.g. to send data or collect statistics. This document provides context for the API guides.
Interfaces for Interaction with a Device
SmartMesh IP Manager CLI Guide- used for human interaction with a Manager (e.g. during development of a client, or
for troubleshooting). This document covers connecting to the CLI and its command set.
SmartMesh IP Manager API Guide - used for programmatic interaction with a manager. This document covers
connecting to the API and its command set.
SmartMesh IP Mote CLI Guide- used for human interaction with a mote (e.g. during development of a sensor
applicaition, or for troubleshooting). This document covers connecting to the CLI and its command set.
SmartMesh IP Mote API Guide - used for programmatic interaction with a mote. This document covers connecting to
the API and its command set.
Software Development Tools
SmartMesh IP Tools Guide - describes the various evaluation and development support tools included in the
SmartMesh SDK , including tools for exercising mote and manager APIs and visualizing the network.
Application Notes
SmartMesh IP Application Notes - Cover a wide range of topics specific to SmartMesh IP networks and topics that
apply to SmartMesh networks in general.
Documents Useful When Starting a New Design
The Datasheet for the LTC5800-IPM SoC, or one of the modules based on it.
The Datasheet for the LTC5800-IPR SoC, or one of the embedded managers based on it.
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A Hardware Integration Guide for the mote/manager SoC or module - this discusses best practices for integrating the
SoC or module into your design.
A Hardware Integration Guide for the embedded manager - this discusses best practices for integrating the embedded
manager into your design.
A Board Specific Integration Guide - For SoC motes and Managers. Discusses how to set default IO configuration and
crystal calibration information via a "fuse table".
Hardware Integration Application Notes - contains an SoC design checklist, antenna selection guide, etc.
The ESP Programmer Guide - a guide to the DC9010 Programmer Board and ESP software used to program firmware
on a device.
ESP software - used to program firmware images onto a mote or module.
Fuse Table software - used to construct the fuse table as discussed in the Board Specific Integration Guide.
Other Useful Documents
A glossary of wireless networking terms used in SmartMesh documentation can be found in the SmartMesh IP User's
Guide.
A list of Frequently Asked Questions
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1.2 Conventions Used
The following conventions are used in this document:
Computer type indicates information that you enter, such as specifying a URL.
Bold type indicates buttons, fields, menu commands, and device states and modes.

Italic type is used to introduce a new term, and to refer to APIs and their parameters.

Tips provide useful information about the product.

Informational text provides additional information for background and context

Notes provide more detailed information about concepts.

Warning! Warnings advise you about actions that may cause loss of data, physical harm to the hardware or your
person.

code blocks display examples of code

1.3 Revision History
Revision Date
1

Description

10/08/2013 Initial release
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2 Introduction
DustLink is a web-based SmartMesh IP management application with the following features:
Connects to an arbitrary number of SmartMesh IP managers.
Gathers and displays information about motes, managers and networks.
Displays the topology of the low-power wireless mesh networks.
Stores and displays sensor data from arbitrary applications.
Monitors the health of all connected networks.
Bridges to the Xively cloud service as well as Google Spreadsheet to publish data.
Uses advanced privileges for fine-grained user access management.
The application is written entirely in Python and is intended for use as a demo vehicle and a quick prototyping tool. DustLink
can be installed on any computer that supports Python.

2.1 Using DustLink for Demos
DustLink is a simple demo vehicle. Connect your SmartMesh IP eval kit manager, navigate to the DustLink web page, turn on
the motes and you're ready to do a demo. Use only the menu items and page sections highlighted green for demos . All
non-highlighted items are for advanced use.

Note: Most of the information and examples detailed in this guide referring to mote behavior and applications is
done in the context of the default full mote software running in Master mode. This default software is shipped as
part of the SmartMesh IP evaluation kit motes, namely the DC9003A-B, DC9018A-B, DC9018B-B, as well as the
LTP5901IPC-IPMAxxx#PBF and LTP5901IPC-IPMAxxx#PBF parts.
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3 DustLink Quick Start Guide
The following steps will get you started with DustLink:
1. Install the necessary FTDI drivers and connect a SmartMesh IP Manager to your computer. See the SmartMesh IP
Tools Guide for detailed driver installation instructions.
2. Install and start the DustLink web server as described at the Installing on Your Computer section of this guide.
3. On your computer, navigate to the DustLink website at the following address:

http://127.0.0.1:8080/

The following welcome screen appears:

Figure 1 - Welcome page
Follow the instructions on the DustLink web page. DustLink is self documented - information about each menu and command
is described in the website itself.
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4 Installing on Your Computer
DustLink is a pure Python application. It requires Python 2.7.x. Python 3.x is not supported.
To run DustLink on your computer, you need to:
Install Python (if not already installed on your computer)
Unzip the DustLink zip file
Install the required Python packages listed in the table below
Start the DustLink program
DustLink requires several support packages in order to run:
package

homepage

pyserial

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pyserial/

gdata

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/gdata/

PyDispatcher https://pypi.python.org/pypi/PyDispatcher/
xively

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/xively-python/

These packages can be installed one of two ways:
Manually - download each package from the python package index at https://pypi.python.org/pypi and install.
Automatically - using the python installer tool pip. Setup for automatic installation is discussed below.

4.1 Install Python
Many operating systems now come with Python installed. Refer to your computer's documentation to determine if
you already have Python, in which case you can skip ahead to "Install DustLink".

1. Download Python - select a 32-bit version unless you have specific need to run a 64-bit version.
Choose 2.7.5 from http://python.org/download/.
Pick the installer corresponding to your laptop's operating system, e.g. Python 2.7.3 Windows
Installer if you're running Windows.
2. Install Python.
Leave all options to their default value.
In particular, do not change the path Python will be installed in (e.g. C:\Python27\).
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4.2 Install DustLink
Unzip the DustLink zip file in a convenient directory on your computer. No further installation is required.

4.3 Install setuptools and pip
The following steps may require that you have write privileges for the installation directory (or directories), which
will vary with your OS. This can be accomplished temporarily by using sudo in Linux.

Go to https://pypi.python.org/pypi/setuptools/ and follow the installation instructions.
After setuptools has been installed, navigate to the Python\Script\ directory (or add it to the PATH environment variable) and
install pip by typing
> easy_install pip

Alternately you can download and expand the pip tarball - https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pip/
In a terminal or DOS command window, navigate to the pip folder and type
> python setup.py install

4.4 Install Additional Python Packages Using pip
Have pip install the remaining packages. The additional packages are found in the requirements.txt file (provided in the
DustLink zip package). In a terminal or DOS console, navigate to the DustLink folder and type:
> pip install -r requirements.txt

4.5 Running the DustLink Web Server
Double-click on the DustLink-<version>\bin\dustLinkFullWeb\dustLinkFullWeb.py Python script (this
may bring up the IDLE environment on some OSes). If you prefer to launch from a terminal or DOS command prompt,
navigate to the \bin\DustLinkFullWeb folder in the DustLink folder and type:
> python dustLinkFullWeb.py
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This starts the DustLink web server application.
The following prompt is presented to the user:
Dust Link - (c) Dust Networks
>

DustLink acts as a web server running on localhost (127.0.0.1) allowing you to interact with it using your web browser.
Point your browser to http://127.0.0.1:8080/ to access DustLink's welcome screen.
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5 DustLink Quick Start Guide
The following walkthrough will show you how to:
Connect DustLink to your manager
View your network topology and individual motes
View data trends and configure data reporting on a mote
View a mote graphically in the dashboard
Monitor network health

5.1 Connect DustLink to Your Manager
From the lefthand sidebar on the DustLink Welcome page, select Managers. This will take you to the Managers page, as
shown in Figure 2. To add or delete a manager, you will first need to log in as an administrator, as describe in the Admin User
section of this document.

Figure 2 - Managers page
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By default, DustLink is looking for a manager on the serial port /dev/ttyUSB3 - this is the default port when DustLink is
installed on a eBox Linux embedded computer. To connect to your manager, you will need to enter the serial port for your
manager - either a COM port in Window, or a different /dev/tty device under Linux/Mac OSX. See the SmartMesh IP Tools
Guide for details on determining the serial port for your setup. Enter the manager serial port in the text box next to
"connection" in the Add area and press the submit button. You should now see the manager listed with a status of active in
the Manager Connections area. If you get an error, make sure that you have entered the port correctly, and that the manager
is connected and powered on.
You can add multiple additional managers by repeating this process.
Optionally you can delete the default serial port /dev/ttyUSB3 from the pulldown connection menu in the Delete area and
press submit. This step has absolutely no effect on the proper functioning of DustLink and is strictly cosmetic, limiting this
table to list only those manager connections that are expected.

5.2 View Network Topology
Once you have powered on your motes and they have had a chance to join, you can view the topology of your network.
From the top menu, as you mouse over the NETWORKS tab, your manager's serial port should be listed below it. Select the
serial port and it will load a page specific to that manager - you will see a topological map of the network under the Topology
area. Note that the topology is drawn showing all connections as a hop which tends to exaggerate the depth of the network, as
a device with the AP and a 1-hop mote as a parent will be shown at 2 hops, whereas on average it will likely have a hop depth
of 1.3.

Figure 3 - Networks page
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5.3 View Individual Motes
To view information about each mote, mouse over the Motes tab from the top menu. A list of MAC address will be shown
below the tab - select one to bring up a page specific to that mote.

Figure 4 - A Mote page
It contains a number of areas:
Info - Contains various statistics about the mote obtained when it joined and from Health reports.
Apps on this Mote - Contains the list of applications that are running on this mote and are attached to DustLink. It is
important to understand that only applications that have been "Attached" will be listed in this table and active. The
default motes purchased pre-programmed from Linear, either in evaluation kits or as individual products, contain a
number of applications ranging from temperature reporting to I/O controls. Refer to the SmartMesh IP Tools Guide for
more details on mote applications. This version of DustLink supports two of those applications when the mote is
running in Master mode, namely the OAPTemperature and OAPLED applications. For the advanced programmer,
DustLink can be quickly enhanced to attach to the other default mote applications OR any application being developed
on the mote using the SmartMesh IP on-chip SDK.
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Attach App - allows you to attach an app that was previously detached.
Detach app - allows you to detach an app that was previously attached.
Note that if the mote has just joined, you may only see a the numOperationalEvents, moteState, and moteId fields under Info,
and the Attach and Detach Apps areas may not correctly reflect the app state. You will need to update the page manually or
select Auto-refresh in order to see the Attach/Detach fields updated correctly.

5.4 Viewing Data Trends and Configuring Data Reporting on a Mote
DustLink allows you to interact with the data applications on the mote by selecting INTERACT from the links column of the
table found in the Apps on this Mote area of a mote's page.
Selecting INTERACT for the OAPLED app allows you to turn the blue INDICATOR_0 LED on the mote on and off. Entering 1 in
the status field and pressing the submit button will turn it on (after a short delay since the command is sent over the air to the
mote), while entering 0 will turn it off (again after a short delay). Note that the LED_ENABLE jumper must be shorted to see
the LEDs.

Figure 5 - The OAPLED app page
Returning to the mote's page, selecting INTERACT for the OAPTemperature app will bring up a page, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 6 - The OAPTemperature app page

A graph of the temperature (reported in raw units - 1/100 of a °C for motes at revision > 1.3) versus time is shown in the
Recieved from OAPTemperature@MAC area.
There is a Clear received data area to clear the data history, and a Send to OAPTemperature@MAC area to configure the
reporting rate of the OAPTemperature app. To change from the default 30 s rate, enter a new value of 10000 (ms) in the rate
field and press submit - this changes the reporting rate to 10 s. You can heat or cool the mote to see the graph change more
dramatically.

5.5 View a Mote in the Dashboard
You can also view motes graphically from the Dashboard - select DASHBOARD from the top menu. You will see a page tiled
with widgets corresponding to each mote's active applications. An example is shown in figure 7, where there are two widgets
corresponding to the OAPLED and OAPTemperature apps. Clicking on the OAPLED lightbulb will allow you to toggle the
INDICATOR_0 LED on your mote. The temperature widget will toggle color and update the temperature every time a packet is
received from the mote.
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Figure 7 - The Dashboard
Selecting the view locally link on a widget will take you back to the same page you reached by selecting INTERACT from the
links column of the table found in the Apps on this Mote area of a mote's page. Selecting the back link will take you to back to
the Welcome page.

5.6 Monitor Network Health
DustLink monitors the state of the network by gathering statistics from mote health reports. DustLink runs various tests on
the current state of the network. Passing these tests are a good indicator of network health. Selecting HEALTH from the top
menu brings you to a page similar to that shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 - Health testing
You can configure the rate at which DustLink runs these tests, however there is little benefit to running them faster than the
default, as a stable network changes very slowly. The Run tests now button however will give you immediate feedback on the
state of your network.
Clicking on a Test Name will bring up a tooltip explaining what is being tested. In the example in Fig. 8, we see a cloud
(failure) for the numGoodNeighbors test - the tooltip tells us:

This test verifies that each mote has enough good neighbors.
The manager can build a robust network if each mote in the network has at least MIN_NUMGOODNEIGHBORS
neighbors.
This test is run once for each mote in the network.

Since MIN_NUMGOODNEIGHBORS is 3 by default, the single mote network shown here cannot ever satisfy this test. Were we
to see this test fail in a a 5-mote network, it means that at least some motes are too far apart from each other.
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5.7 What Next?
DustLink contains many advanced features. Some of the things you can do with DustLink:
Stream data to an external xively repository or google spreadsheet - see the online DustLink tool tips under the
Publisher tab
Create a data parser "app" to display formatted data coming from a sensor processor
Configure DustLink (accounts, data persistence, etc.)
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6 Admin User
By default, when you load the DustLink web page, you are not logged in, which restricts your ability to make changes.
The admin user has all privileges. Use the following credentials to log in as the admin user:
Username

Password

admin

admin
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7 Updating DustLink
The DustLink website is distributed as a single zip file. To upgrade to a new version, one need only download the latest release
and unzip. If new python packages are needed (see the release notes in the zip file) then install them with pip as described in
Installing on your Computer.

Updating DustLink will remove all the internal data, including users, motes and networks.

Once DustLink has fully booted, point your computer's browser to 127.0.0.1:8080. In the System > About page, the
DustLink version corresponds to the new version installed.
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Trademarks
Eterna, Mote-on-Chip, and SmartMesh IP, are trademarks of Dust Networks, Inc. The Dust Networks logo, Dust, Dust
Networks, and SmartMesh are registered trademarks of Dust Networks, Inc. LT, LTC, LTM and

are registered

trademarks of Linear Technology Corp. All third-party brand and product names are the trademarks of their respective owners
and are used solely for informational purposes.
Copyright
This documentation is protected by United States and international copyright and other intellectual and industrial property
laws. It is solely owned by Linear Technology and its licensors and is distributed under a restrictive license. This product, or
any portion thereof, may not be used, copied, modified, reverse assembled, reverse compiled, reverse engineered, distributed,
or redistributed in any form by any means without the prior written authorization of Linear Technology.
RESTRICTED RIGHTS: Use, duplication, or disclosure by the U.S. Government is subject to restrictions of FAR 52.227-14(g)
(2)(6/87) and FAR 52.227-19(6/87), or DFAR 252.227-7015 (b)(6/95) and DFAR 227.7202-3(a), and any and all similar and
successor legislation and regulation.
Disclaimer
This documentation is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including but not limited to,
the implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
This documentation might include technical inaccuracies or other errors. Corrections and improvements might be
incorporated in new versions of the documentation.
Linear Technology does not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any products or services and
specifically disclaims any and all liability, including without limitation consequential or incidental damages.
Linear Technology products are not designed for use in life support appliances, devices, or other systems where malfunction
can reasonably be expected to result in significant personal injury to the user, or as a critical component in any life support
device or system whose failure to perform can be reasonably expected to cause the failure of the life support device or
system, or to affect its safety or effectiveness. Linear Technology customers using or selling these products for use in such
applications do so at their own risk and agree to fully indemnify and hold Linear Technology and its officers, employees,
subsidiaries, affiliates, and distributors harmless against all claims, costs, damages, and expenses, and reasonable attorney
fees arising out of, directly or indirectly, any claim of personal injury or death associated with such unintended or
unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that Linear Technology was negligent regarding the design or manufacture of its
products.
Linear Technology reserves the right to make corrections, modifications, enhancements, improvements, and other changes to
its products or services at any time and to discontinue any product or service without notice. Customers should obtain the
latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete. All products
are sold subject to Dust Network's terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment or sale.
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Linear Technology does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any Linear
Technology patent right, copyright, mask work right, or other Linear Technology intellectual property right relating to any
combination, machine, or process in which Linear Technology products or services are used. Information published by Linear
Technology regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license from Linear Technology to use such
products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party
under the patents or other intellectual property of the third party, or a license from Linear Technology under the patents or
other intellectual property of Linear Technology.
Dust Networks, Inc is a wholly owned subsidiary of Linear Technology Corporation.
© Linear Technology Corp. 2012-2013 All Rights Reserved.
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